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Introduction
Feldkamp-Davis-Kress (FDK) reconstruc-
tions of CT scans [1] require an ap-
propriate pre-weighting of the CT rawdata
to account for the redundancies of the
measured x-rays. Currently, there exist
several weighting schemes for dedicated
scan trajectories, e.g. the well-known
Parker weighting for circular short scans
[2], the shifted-detector weighting [3], the
partial scan shifted detector weighting [4],
the ROI weighting [5], and the rotate+shift
weighting [6]. However, whenever a new
scan trajectory is developed, a corre-
sponding weighting scheme must be
derived.
In this work we present a general redun-
dancy weighting scheme which can be
applied to any arbitrary scan trajectory.
Since we are aiming at Feldkamp-type
image reconstruction the z-components of
the trajectory are ignored prior to back-
projection and we are rather dealing with
an in-plane problem. As long as the tra-
jectory is 180°-complete and as long as it
is well sampled, mathematically exact
images can be reconstructed in the mid-
plane of the field of measurement (FOM).
Off the midplane the well-known Feld-
kamp-type cone-beam artifacts will occur
just as it is the case with a circular scan
trajectory. It is understood that the object
needs to be laterally fully contained in the
FOM. Otherwise truncation artifacts will
appear and appropriate detruncation

would be required.

Method
Fig. 1 illustrates the derivation of a gen-
eral weighting scheme in virtual parallel

geometry by means of a standard circular
short scan. Besides the weights we

determine the field of measurement
(FOM) of the given scan which might

show a complex form for sophisticated
scan trajectories. A point (x, y) is inside
the FOM, iff for all ϑ ∈ [0, π) the ray
(ϑ, ξ = x cos ϑ + y sin ϑ) is measured at
least once, i.e. it has a redundancy R ≥ 1.

Results and Discussion
To demonstrate the ability of our weight-
ing scheme we investigate two sophisti-
cated scan trajectories: On the one hand
we consider a rotate+shift scan com-

posed of a 165° elliptical trajectory pre-
ceeded and succeeded by a shift. This
scan trajectory is realized in the Ziehm
Vision RFD 3D mobile C-arm system
(Ziehm Imaging GmbH, Nürnberg, Ger-

many) and allows for a 180°-complete
data acquisition with a physical rotation
range of only 165° [6]. On the other hand
we investigate a full scan with virtual iso-

center where source and detector rotate
independently on two isocentric circles,
as they are used in the patient alignment
imaging ring (PAIR) system (medPhoton
GmbH, Salzburg, Austria).
Fig. 2 shows the resulting FOMs and
general weights for these trajectories as
well as image reconstructions from both
simulated and measured rawdata. The
rotate+shift scan has almost no redun-
dancies, therefore the weights are mostly
1. Only in some small areas there is a
freedom to choose weights smaller than 1
and for smoothing. In contrast, the redun-
dancy of the PAIR scan is mostly 2. Here,
there is more freedom of choice which
results in a more complex weight sino-
gram. The reconstructed images show
neither low frequency artifacts due to
incorrect consideration of the redun-
dancies nor streak artifacts due to un-
steady weights. This demonstrates that
our general weighting scheme works
correctly for all trajectories examined.

Summary and Conclusion
We developed a new redundancy weight-
ing scheme for Feldkamp-type CT image
reconstruction. While existing weighting
schemes only work for dedicated scan
trajectories, the proposed scheme allows
reconstructions for arbitrary source and
detector trajectories. This significantly
eases the development of new sophisti-
cated trajectories, since the derivation of
a corresponding dedicated weighting
scheme is no longer required.
In this work we applied the general
weighting scheme to a standard short
scan, a rotate+shift scan of a Ziehm
Vision RFD 3D mobile C-arm system, and
a full scan with virtual isocenter of a
patient alignment imaging ring (PAIR) sys-
tem. We demonstrated that the weighting
works correctly for both the standard case
as well as the sophisticated cases.
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Fig. 1: A general pre-weighting scheme for FDK reconstructions from arbitrary scan trajectories.

Fig. 2: Results. Left: Rotate+shift scan of a Vision RFD 3D mobile C-arm system (Ziehm Imaging GmbH,

Nürnberg, Germany). Right: Full scan with virtual isocenter of a patient alignment imaging ring (PAIR)

system (medPhoton GmbH, Salzburg, Austria).
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